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This report on student evaluations was conducted throughout January - April 2019 to support the work of the Universal Student Ratings of Instruction (USRI) working group looking at the renewal of the USRI questionnaire at the University of Calgary. This report was informed by approximately 115 articles from scholarly journals. Of this work, approximately 75 articles were integrated here. Items were included based on the relevance and suitability of the research to the project - specifically the year it was published and where it was conducted. The majority of the research articles surveyed were published over a 20-year span, between 1999 and 2019 primarily in North America. This summary provides a comprehensive (not exhaustive) look at the literature and is intended to provide a balanced view within a current Canadian narrative on this issue.

This review has also been informed by reports from other institutions that have done previous work on this topic (such as the University of Toronto and the University of Saskatchewan), as well as the arbitration decision between Ryerson University vs. Ryerson Faculty Association (2018), and the Report of the OCUFA Student Questionnaires on Courses and Teaching Working Group (2019). These reports provided helpful insights on current issues surrounding the information collected and the use of student ratings of instruction as well as supplemental overviews of the literature. A few editorial and opinion pieces relevant to current issues and trends institutions are facing regarding student ratings were also included. These included recent pieces from University Affairs and The Chronicle of Higher Education.

This summary is broken into four sections. The first section describes the significant insights derived from the literature, including current challenges associated with student ratings of instruction. Section two highlights different issues associated with student ratings processes found most commonly in the literature. The third section describes the few recommendations from the literature on how to improve this process. Section four addresses the system of teaching evaluation and describes the current conversations happening in this domain. For the sake of brevity, it is assumed that the reader of this report understands the meaning of universal student ratings of instruction (USRI or SRI) that are conducted at most post-secondary institutions, including the University of Calgary.

1. Research Insights and Challenges

In North America, the practice of obtaining student feedback on individual instructors is widespread (Richardson, 2005). According to the literature, a fundamental purpose of collecting student feedback is to attain diagnostic, formative feedback to teachers when looking back over their teaching (Marsh, 2007; Marsh & Dunkin, 1992; Marzano, 2012). After nearly three decades of research in this field, Marsh (2007) has concluded that when appropriately designed and used, student feedback questionnaires can be a helpful measurement tool for formative purposes (Marsh, 2007).

There is a lack of Canadian data on the topic of SRIIs. Most studies on student ratings are conducted in the United States. While there are some similarities between the higher education in Canada and the United States, there are also significant differences in terms of structure, organization and accountability measures, not to mention cultural and demographic variations (Gravestock & Gregor-Greenleaf, 2008).
Furthermore, institutional policies and practices vary between these two countries. Therefore, there are limitations in which these findings can be generalized across the Canadian context.

This summary of the literature also revealed disagreement among scholars. As pointed out by Gravestock and Gregor-Greenleaf in 2008 at the University of Toronto, even when issues such as reliability, validity and utility have been resolved and supported by strong research, subsequent investigative studies arise which further complicates matters. Furthermore, authors highlight and reference studies that have been refuted or are ungeneralizable due to methodological challenges such as size and scope of a study. Other scholars, such as Benton and Ryalls (2016), speak more broadly to the misconceptions and myths that exist around student ratings of instruction, in order to refute some of the claims about bias, response rates, correlation to student grades, and so on, that have been made by smaller-scale studies.

As such, drawing generalizable conclusions from research studies is challenging, at best. The size and scope of studies of student ratings of instruction are relatively small and context-specific; the literature consists of an amalgamation of single-course or single-institution case studies or mixed methods studies. This makes it difficult to read across the data to extrapolate any generalizable or transferrable findings. Limited meta-analysis is present within the literature, especially from a Canadian perspective. Another challenge to applying research findings is the diversity of student ratings instruments, policies and processes, as well as the diversity of institutional and instructional contexts. These all vary significantly across and within institutions. Considering the context-dependent nature of examining student evaluations at institutional levels, it’s important to remain cautious about making any conclusions when presented with this overview of literature.

2. Factors to Consider When Designing and Administering Student Ratings Instruments

Nira Hativa (2013) has spent years summarizing the literature on the topic of SRIs. She suggests that student ratings can serve both an important practical and theoretical purpose by providing educators and researchers with information on the teaching-learning process in a particular context. Information gathered may be helpful when assessing the usefulness of new, innovative pedagogical techniques or in judging the impact of instructional strategies for different students, courses, and settings (Abrami, d’Apollonia & Rosenfield, 2007). Formative evaluation can also be beneficial when revealing the exact nature of teaching strengths and difficulties. In order to learn from their experiences, instructors require specific feedback about where they have been successful and where they may have fallen short (Andrade & Cizek, 2010; Hattie & Gan, 2011). Our summary of the literature revealed some of these highly debated non-instructional factors when designing, administering and reporting student ratings instruments. Institutions cannot necessarily control for these factors at an administrative level, however, these factors can influence outcomes of students’ ratings and need to be taken into consideration when building a student questionnaire.

2.1 Gender and instructor characteristics

The influence of gender on student ratings of instruction is multifaceted. There is, however, strong suggestion in the literature that the gender and characteristics of instructors influence the ways students evaluate instruction. Evidence of gender bias and other forms of bias related to instructor characteristics
has been found in multiple individual studies (Arbuckle, J. & Williams, 2003; Boring, Ottoboni & Stark, 2017; Boring, 2017; Centra & Gaubatz, 2000; MacNell, Driscoll, & Hunt, 2015; Mengel, Sauermann & Zolitz, 2017; Miller & Chamberlin, 2000; Sprague & Massoni, 2005). From this research, certain types of questions clearly elicit and lead to bias, such as questions about instructor knowledge or questions that ask students about specific instructor characteristics or behaviors (Boring, 2017; Miller & Chamberlain, 2000). In some cases, “these biases may pull ratings in multiple directions for any given pairing of instructor and student” (Greenleaf & Gravestock, 2017, p. 3). Despite some statistical limitations in the literature (Benton & Cashin, 2014; Benton & Ryalls, 2016; Hativa, 2013; DeFrain, 2016; Spooren, Brocks, & Mortelmans, 2013), there is sufficient evidence to point to gender biases and gendered expectations of their instructors.

Sprague and Massoni (2005) and Laube, Massoni, Sprague and Ferber (2007) found that students expected women faculty to be caring and nurturing and expected male faculty to be entertaining and personable. Women faculty are typically praised for being empathetic, approachable and for fostering a good relational climate in the classroom (Bachen, McLoughlin & Garcia, 1999; Basow & Montgomery, 2005; Basow, Phelan & Capotosto, 2006; Centra & Gaubatz, 2000). Men, on the other hand receive higher ratings on dimensions such as course planning, competence, knowledge, and organization skills (Basow et al., 2006). Research has shown that female instructors who do not conform to ‘traditional’ feminine gender roles tend to be perceived negatively by both male and female students (Bachen et al., 1999; Basow & Montgomery, 2005; Basow et al., 2006); Sprague and Massoni (2005) also found that female faculty who do not meet gendered expectations are more at risk of getting less favorable ratings from students. These studies are based on both qualitative data analysis of student comments as well as larger-scale questionnaires asking students about specific characteristics displayed by their instructors.

As mentioned above, questions that ask students to rate particular instructor characteristics or behaviors is shown to be responsible for the some of the evidence of instructor bias. There is some evidence to suggest that biases around gender, ethnicity, language and even personality characteristics such as “enthusiasm” or “charisma” factor into students’ ratings of their instructors. These biases mean that students’ ratings can be, in some cases, discriminatory against vulnerable faculty members who do not display certain traits such as ‘high energy’ or ‘positive self-esteem’ (Benton & Cashin, 2012). Studies on gender bias are commonly undertaken from perspectives that are more sensitive to intersectional identities – thus confounding the picture of which characteristic or trait is the one that activates students’ biases. Very few studies address single instructor characteristics in isolation (Lazos, 2012; Pittman, 2010; Ryalls & Benton, 2017).

2.2 Learning Environment

Learning environment is another well-researched topic in studying student evaluation of teaching. Some studies comparing student ratings in distance education and on-campus courses concluded that students in both instructional modes gave similar ratings of overall course and instructional quality (Carle, 2009; Kelly, Ponton & Rovai, 2007; McGhee & Lowell 2003; Waschull, 2001). One study, however, stated that instructors and administrators in higher education should recognize that instructors may receive fewer positive scores for their online courses (Young & Duncan, 2014). This may be explained by difficulties in the following areas: communication, creating positive faculty-student interactions, establishing agreeable
and fair grading criteria, influencing student beliefs about their own learning, encouraging student effort and finding useful online teaching strategies for student satisfaction (Young & Duncan, 2014).

2.3 Class size

The relationship between class size and student ratings is also conflicted. Some studies found a relationship between favorable student ratings and smaller classes (Algozzine et al., 2004; Badri, Abdulla, Kamali & Dodeen, 2006; Feldman, 2007; Isley & Singh, 2007; Koh & Tan, 1997; Liaw & Goh, 2003). Although these aforementioned studies have found smaller classes often receive slightly higher ratings, the correlation between class size and ratings is statistically insignificant and is therefore not viewed as having any impact on validity of the instruments used (Cashin, 1995; d’Apollonia & Abrami, 1997; Marsh & Roche, 1997; McKeachie, 1997). The proposed explanation by these authors regarding more favorable ratings of small classes is that when the class size is small, students tend to have increased opportunities for student-instructor interaction and critical-thinking activities. Because instructors may not have much agency over class size, care should be taken to contextualize class size in data reports (Gravestock & Gregor-Greenleaf, 2008).

2.4 The halo effect

The halo effect describes the way that initial impressions of an instructor can have a lasting effect on students’ perceptions of teaching. Interest in determining at what point students form lasting impressions of the instructor is not a new question. Previous results by Buchert, Laws, Apperson and Bregman (2008) suggest that students form an opinion about the instructor during the first two weeks of the semester and that these opinions are reflected in ratings at the end of the semester (the halo effect). Students’ first impressions of their instructors the first day of class appears to significantly influence students’ end-of-semester ratings of instruction (Buchert et al. 2008). Findings suggest that if students have a particularly powerful positive or negative opinion of one of the teacher’s characteristics, then they are likely to give an overall rating that is more positive or negative based on that one opinion (Keeley, English, Irons & Henslee, 2013). Previous researchers have also examined the effect of information received before being exposed to the instructor on subsequent ratings of the instructor - otherwise knowns as instructor reputation. One study concluded that when the instructor's reputation was manipulated in the form of positive or negative primes (warm or cold), it affected subsequent student ratings of that instructor (Griffin, 2001; Wheeler, Wright & Frost, 2005).

2.5 Course type, level and discipline

While this topic was not comprehensively examined within the literature, some studies point to students frequently ranking electives (classes they choose) somewhat more positively than required courses (Algozzine et al., 2004; Marsh & Roche 1997). However, this has not been found to have a statistically significant impact on ratings. Graduate students tend to rate instructors more favorably than undergraduate students (Marsh, 2007; Whitworth, Price & Randall, 2002) as graduate students are generally expected to have a greater liking for the subject than undergraduates (Nargundkar & Shrikhande, 2014). A possible explanation is that more inexperienced undergraduate students may not have an accurate understanding of what university-level courses should be like, and therefore they are less
familiar with the learning expectations than students in upper level courses are (Nargundkar & Shrikhande, 2014). Moreover, some studies have shown that discipline can play a part in how instructors are being rated. The arts and humanities tend to receive the highest ratings, followed by the social sciences, and then natural sciences (Centra, 2009; DeFrain, 2016; Neumann, 2001; Ory, 2001). Although there is some evidence that ratings differ between disciplines, it is not clear why. This may reflect disciplinary difference in teaching styles and goals rather than bias; others attribute it to student background preparation or subject-matter difficulty (Benton & Ryalls, 2016). However, more recent studies suggest that the overall nature of effectual teaching and learning are nevertheless quite uniform across disciplines (Hativa, 2013).

3. Recommendations for Improving Student Questionnaires and Processes

The literature makes recommendations on ways to improve this process. Recommendations are made in the following areas including: a focus on student learning, streamlining administration and ensuring a more comprehensive undertaking of looking at teaching.

3.1 Focus on the Learning Experience

Some researchers have argued that evaluations are best suited to measure a student’s experience of their own learning and suggest that the most appropriate criterion for looking at teaching is whether students learn and how they best learn (Marsh & Roche, 2000; Murray, 2005; Stark & Frishtat, 2014; Svinivki & McKeachie, 2010). Historically, student ratings tend to be limited in their ability to do that (Charbonneau, 2013). Student ratings typically assess the student’s subjective experience/satisfaction with an instructor’s behavior and/or their characteristics, and not how an instructor has shaped student learning with the context of a course. In a comprehensive meta-analysis of highly-cited publications, Uttl, White and Gonzalez (2017) found that contemporary student rating instruments are more likely to measure student satisfaction with a course rather than their learning experience.

The University of Oregon, for example, has students select, from a list, teaching elements that were most beneficial to their learning and those that could use some improvement. They were then asked to provide written comments about those areas. The responses are aggregated, so professors can see if a cluster of comments indicating particular weaknesses or strengths within the design of the course that led to optimal learning. The goal of all of those efforts is not only to minimize punitive non-instructional variables but also to ensure that instructors can learn from student feedback and respond accordingly (Doerer, 2019).

3.2 Online Administration

Benton and Cashin (2012) summarized the conclusions of the major reviews of the student ratings research and literature from the 1970s to 2010. They found in their review that the quality of student feedback when administered through an online platform appears to be similar to paper-based administration with no significant differences in scores (Benton & Cashin, 2012). Results from a pilot study of 10,417 students registered in 318 courses at the University of Ottawa suggest an average decrease in participation rate of 12-15% when using an online system (Groen & Herry, 2017). Instructors
and students alike suggested that an in-class period be maintained for the electronic completion of student ratings (Groen & Herry, 2017).

One of the positive aspects of online administration of student feedback is the quality and quantity of comments from students regarding their educational experience (Crews & Curtis, 2011; Hativa, 2013; Legg & Wilson, 2012; Venette, Sellnow & McIntire, 2010). Importantly, the length of written comments is greater when students are typing online than writing in the classroom. Part of the difference may be due to the fear of having their handwriting recognized by their instructor on in-class forms (Avery, Bryant, Mathios, Kang & Bell, 2006). Or, it may be that students have more time to think about their responses when typing them online. Despite the potential of a lower response rate, online instruments yielded five times the total amount of written commentary (Hardy, 2003). The research overall shows promising results in support of online administration, which in turn also offer numerous advantages, notably ease of administration and completion, speed of analysis and reporting and complete confidentiality of comments.

3.3 Assessing Teaching

Given the limitations, biases, and complexities referenced in this report, it is clear that student ratings are not always a direct measure of the actual teaching. With this in mind, other measures are needed to assess teaching, such as self-assessments or peer feedback (Weschke & Canipe, 2010). In addition to end-of-course student ratings, other formative and summative measures suggested within the literature include: structured peer classroom observation, peer review of course materials, video classroom review, teaching scholarship, teaching portfolio review and student outcomes (Baldwin & Blattner, 2003; Berk, 2018; Sproule, 2002).

Including additional metrics and processes as suggested above are “designed to provide a 360-degree view so that a comprehensive picture of the faculty member's accomplishments and areas for improvement could be obtained” (Weschke & Canipe, 2010, p. 46). Student feedback and ratings could also be used for other activities such as improving graduate or professional student supervision. Some instructors might be less well perceived in class, but perform well in one-to-one interactions (Arah, Heineman & Lombarts, 2012). Using a variety of alternative methods to provide insight into teaching may also minimize the effect of bias on outcomes for instructors. Furthermore, some institutions implement a midterm student-experience survey that only the applicable instructor can view. An instructor can then make changes in the middle of a semester, when students can still benefit from improvements, encouraging them to give constructive and formative feedback (Doerer, 2019).

Due to the limited access to Canadian institutional data on this topic and the complexity of existing knowledge and practice, the USRI working group recommends further research on analyzing teaching and learning trends locally at the University of Calgary. There is certainly an opportunity to explore this topic specifically from a Canadian institutional standpoint, should this be of interest to the University of Calgary. There is limited research which captures the experiences with gender and racial bias in Canadian institutions, as well as the impacts of course ratings with Indigenous scholars. Furthermore, this summary has propelled the working group into wanting to make sense of the localized context and appropriately move forward with revamping the USRI questionnaire at the University of Calgary. As such, any claim of knowledge generated from this summary is equally matched with a need for further inquiry and curiosity.
as we collaborate with the University of Calgary community on building the values and principles for attaining course feedback.
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